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Rote a: 15 cents p~r word per d11y, one dollar
minimum. Advertisements run five or more
consecutive days with no changeB, nine cen·
ts per word per day, (no refunds If cancelled
before five insertions), Clusified ad~
vertisemenh must be paid in advance,
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Marron H aU room 131 or by mail to:
Chu~aified Advertising, UNM Box 20.
Albuqt•erque, N .M. • 87131.
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1. PERSONALS

PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIAST, students!
Custom black-and-white processing printing,
Fine-grain or pushprocessing of film. Contact
sheets or custom proofs. High quality enlargements, mounting, etc. Advice, if asked, Call 265-2444
or come to 1717 Girard Blvd NE.
tfn,
PASSPORT, lDENTIFICATION photos, r~owest
prices in town . .".Fast, pleasing, Ncar UNM, Call
2Gfi-2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd N .E •

4.

,EFFICIENCY COTTAGE $90 month, utilities
paid, 508 5th St. SW, 266-1402/842·JH62 after 5:30
p.m.
10/29
YALE & CENTRAL SE. Student preferred, Oncbdrm delur.e, $160, Two-bdrm $200, 268-0525.
10/30

Q)

PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You have friendswhocareatBirthrlght247-9819,
tfn

ts:

TAROT PALM I-CHING readings, 3007 Central
NE, Room 8, See Bonnie 255-6642.
10/30

SHARE UOUSE Near campus, 277-2907, 2567285, Sion Raveed,
10/31

·~
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WANT TO RENT garage near ea~P-us for car
277-5287.
10/30

stor~tge,

-

NICK-Tomorrow for lunch I'll be walking from
the SUB to the south side of Johnson Gym acros.'J
Central to the Pawn shop down the allwy to Carrara's, I will then sit in their patio and wait. Be
There, Mary,
10/28
NICK & MARY. Skip the advertising, yOu pizza
clowns!
10/28
STEPHINE WILEY, The- way you fondled the
tuna salad and llCrewed up the strawberries was a
No-No. Lovingly Sunshine and Darkness.
10/28

2.

~

WANTED TO RENT: 2 bedroom house approx.
$150/mo. Call256-7458.
11/3

ACTORS. U you have talent, the world needs
to know-we have the plncc. . , Call Toby
296·7565.
10/28

5.

EMPLOYMENT

DER WIENERSCHNITZEL (ln Lomas is looldng
for mature young man lo work night shift, Apply
4-6pm,7901LomasNE.
10/31

''HEY PROGijAMMER! The UNM Computing
Center has openings for students who arc in·
terested. in working as. part-time programming
consultants, Applicants should be familiar with
CALL-OS, FORTRAN, ALGOL-Wj and. basic
OS JCL, Knowledge of other programming
languages and OS Utilities is desirable, but not
rcquirc.d. Persons applying £or this job should be
· concerned with helping the novice computer user,
but must be capable of interacting with users at all
levels of proficiency. Applications are available in
Room 120 of .the Compuling Center, 'rhis job is a
great w<ty to earn some extra cash while also learning more about writing and, debugging
programs."
10/31

FORSALE

10" GE Portacolor TV. Excellent. $140, 298-2433.
11/3
AMERICAN/INTERNATIONAL Youth Hostel
Pass sold-Canterbury Chapel, 425 Universil..y
NE.
• 11/3
180 LBS of Olympic weights with the 45 LB bar
and bench-Call 266-9488 after 6pm.
11/3
4-6 pm. 7901 Lomas NE.

FREE GENTLE SHEPARD cross female pup in
10/30
need of good home, Tom 292-0423.
LOST: FEMALE Irish Setter 3-yrs old. Silver
l'hnin no lnP'R, Reward. 247-4636.
10/30

LOST: Three pound cockroach answers to name of
Rover, Caution he is extremely dagcrous, soapproach carefully.
10/28

3.

SERVICES

LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION Test Dec. 6. Pre·
pare now, call Professional Educators or New
Mexico, Inc. 255-4050.
l I/14
PROFESSIONAl, 'rY·PIST. IBM selectric.
Guaranteed accuracy with rcasonablt rates. 2987107,
11/3
·--·~·---·-·

YOGA Private instruction, Classical techniques of
postures and breath control suited to individual
needs. Neil Nelson: Also, emphasis !or the overweight-Sonia Nelson, 345-3714.
11/3
AUTO TiJNINa. Reasonable, 1211 Copp;-N"E
rear west.
11/3
·-~------·~--

Levi's Pre-Washed Jeans

Free Daytime Activities Video Tapes

Flash Gordon No. 9
and

NFL Football Follies
Continuous Showing 10 am - 3 pm

SUB Ballroom Lobby
October 27 thru Oct. 31
Sponsored by ASUNM & Student Activities

Free Daytime Activities Lecture

"It will be a relaxed affair,"

said, "with speakers and
i)lusiciano on the agenda."
Among those slated to speak
Mark Acuff, editor of the
Mexico Independent; Grace
s, executive director of
New Mexico Civil Liberties
and Dan Butler, a reporter
Seer's Catalogue.
Folkways re~ording artist Tom
p,.,,nu and Tom Tejeda will be

Ken Peterson
Whom do you see when
you see a Person?

LOST: Gold wire rim glaSses. Ortega Hall, 2665122.
10/30

LOST; EYE GLASSES Oct, 20, Mitchell Hall
womens restroom. Tina 836-1021.
10/31

111 Harvard SE.

Senate Bill Rally
Today At Plaza

10/31

LOST & FOUND

LOST: J,arge white Samoyd·Malam~~
from 409 Vassar SE on 10/14. Reward for
return. JlJeaso cull262-0444.
·
11/3

General Store

DRUMMER WANTED for metal guitar trio;
Must be hot and nasty and willing to travel, 2662127.
10/29
WANTED: Used pinball machines, any condition.
293·1818.
10/31

FOR RENT

BEST FUR~N!SHED -UNM apartments, spaci011:0
one bedroom, se\:urity, dishwasher, much more,
208-209 Columbia SE. $175 bills paid. Call
255-2685.
10/31

0

'-'

6.

12 noon - 1 om

SUB Theatre

Sponsored by ASUNM & Student Activities

.

.

CLOSING OUT Stereo Department. Stereo
Hi Fidelity equipment 40,50% off. All reasonable
offers accepted. Quality Stereo, 3105 Central NE,
256·3505.
11/H
AM/FM 8-track recorder with all lhc goodies.
$9.86 per month, 256-3505. •
11/14
NECCHJ ZIGZA(f~-~i5 ·closeout. Buttonholes,
blindhems, embroiders. $39 or 10 payments of

$4.00, 262·0637.

11/14

ACCURATE HAND-DRAWN birth horoscope,
$4.00. Interpretations, $15. Unique birthday,
Christmas gilt. Professional Astrologer, Bill
Nolan, 205 Dartmouth SE, 268·0247.
. 10/30

GREAT

DEAL/20" color TV !or less than ffios£
used B&W's/good condhion/ keep calling
266·3833.
10/30

National
Women's
Strike Set

LEVl'S-BLUE JEAN big bells always at The
Lobo Men's Shop, 2120 Central SE, 243-6954. tfn
TWO UNIFORMS, new size 8-JO. Go·cart, $25.
298·7065.·
10/30

-

LEARN TO FLY-Hang glider; harness;
lessons-complete package $325. Jay 265-9472,
Dave 292-0459.
10/29
NIKKORMAT SLR with 50mm F21ens like new
$195, 842-8517 evenings.
10/2~
SAMOYEDS: Pure white puppies for sale, Call
265·5495.
10/30

Ne\N Mexico Daily.Lobo
Please place the following classified adve'rtisement in the New Mexico
Daily Lobo -~- time(s) beginning
, under the heading
(circle one): 1. Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services: 4. For Rent; !].
For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous.

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

ciassified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Terms Cash in advance

Marron Hall, Room 132

r
I
Enclosed $ ---·- _ Placed by~----·-- . ~-~-.Telephone

Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

"The purpose of the rally is to
educate people about·the dangers
of Senate Bill One," said Smith.
"It's a repressive piece of
legislation indicative of the
Nixon administration and it
s-hould be stopped."
The bill, which was in part
authored by Nixon's attorney
general, John Mitchell, is now
being considered by the Senate
Judiciary Committee. It is expected to reach the full Senate in
late November. A 753-page
revision of the nation's criminal
code, the bill has been endorsed
by President Gerald Ford and
also by several members of the
Senate, including Mike Mansfield
(D-Mont.) and Hugh Scott (RPenn.).
The American Civil Liberties
Union recently advocated 2000
amendments ·to the bill. Most
criticism, though, has centered
upon its sections dealing with
government secrets, the death
penalty, wiretapping and public
demonstrations.
Senate Bill One imposes stiff
jail sentences for members of the
press who print information
which the government has
deemed "classified." It makes the
death penalty mandatory forcertain offenses, and also extends
the government's control over
public demonstrations.
In its wiretapping section, the
bill stipulates that telephone
workers and landlords must comply in any government effort to
place a wiretap or face a fine. It
also allows wiretaps for up to 48
hours
without
court
authorization.
Smith said a resolution against
Senate Bill One will be introduced in the Albuquerque
City Council on Nov. 3, and added that similar resolutions will
be considered by the New Mexico
Democratic and Republican parties when they convene for their
state meetings in November.
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BSU Demands ASUNM Funding

Black Students Confront Wilson
By Jon Bowman
About thirty members of the
Black Student Union (BSU)
crowded into ASUNM President
Alan Wilson's office yesterday
demanding that the organization
receive funds.
The impromptu conference
took place after Wilson announced Monday he would veto a
$1150 appropriation bill for BSU
because ASUNM did not have
enough money. He said then he
would support a bill to give BSU
$300 less, but added the other
money was nee.ded to conduct the
fall student election and ASUNM

ASUNM recruitment program
should get priority."
In response, Wilson said
"I'm sure you have other
pressing financial obligations," ASUNM had a commitment to
said BSU. coordinator Brenda conduct the election, as well as to
the
recruitment
Peoples yesterday. "But you do support
He
said
two
have an obligation to the black program.
organizations, the General
students on this. campus."
Honors Program and the Student
Peoples said BSU was Nurses Association, would
promised funding in May and has receive no money this semester
yet to get its money for this because the ASUNM budget was
semester.
nearly depleted.
"Your first priority now should
be to fund BSU ,'' she said. "I
"My intent is to meet the finan·
don't understand why all of a cia! needs of BSU for the fall,"
sudden the election and the Wilson said.
BSU was defeated by the
students on the ASUNM budget
in last spring's general election.
Its financing turned down 602 to
683, the closest margin of defeat
on the enti.re budget. BSU was
then asking for $2800 for
operations during this year.
A second BSU coordinator,
Walter Pendleton, warned
Wilson yesterday that the
organization ·wanted its money
immediately.
"We don't need it two weeks
from now," Pendleton said. "We
need our money now.
recruitment program.

COE Undergrad Enrollment Drops
By Aurora Lawrence
Editor's note: This is the second in a three part
series on the College of Education and its shift in
emphasis from the undergraduate program to the
graduate levelpro gram.
The secondary education department chairman
said he sees no major change in enrollment, nor
does he think the department is particularly shifting emphasis to the graduate program.
"In the lase two years since I've been here, undergraduate enrollment has decreased and
_graduate enrollment has increased, but the department has made no plans to de-emphasize un·
dergraduate education,'' Professor Roderic L.
Wagoner said.
Wagoner said despite a decrease in enrollment
and a strong commitment to graduate education,
the undergraduate program has not been cut.
He also said:
-The science methods undergraduate class is
still being offered for students who intend to teach
that course whether enrollment is five or 18
students;
-On the other hand, an increased number of
science teachers coming for graduate courses is
being absorbed, with professors continuing to
teach at both levels;
-Professors teach a certain number of classes,
and do consultant work with public school districts
either on a paid or voluntary basis, since this is a
legitimate and very important part of a professor's
duties;
-In most cases professors are overloaded
because they also advise graduate students

Roderic Wagoner
working on dissertations and serve on graduate
committees and
-There has been constant evaluation of
programs through extensive reviews of undergraduate programs and case studies of
graduate programs. ·
Wagoner said while producing teachers for high
(Continued on page 3J

"I know you (Wilson) can make
some kind of arrangement to get
us our money," he said. "And if
you don't by Friday, we'll be
back under different circumstances."
Pendleton said he did not come
to qeg, adding, "I came here to
dictate like you do. This situation
is about to come to a head. And
when it does, it's going to ex·
plode."
Another BSU member said
"we're telling. you (Wilson) to
give us our money.
"We aren't playing any
games," the member said.
"Every other special interest
group on this campus gets what
it needs, while we're always competing for the crumbs.''
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Training ·Helps Timid Assert Themselves
~
By Sarah Seidman
'"§
"I can't believe she conned me
1:3 into it again," said one woman. A
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· aggression, assertion doesn't
just dump feelings on others, but
tries to start communication
equally between people," Braun,
who has Jed other womens'
training groups outside the
University, said.
"The unassertive person is
timid and scared to voice his
views, he is indirect and
therefore ineffective," Braun
said. "The assertive person communicates directly his or her
needs and desires, not 'giving
negative or manipulative responses but trying to express what he
feels."
The group members will use
weekly contracts which they
make with themselves and the
group to change certain unassertive behavior patterns by practicing a new response in

E?-~.,Undergrad Enrollment Drops

~u-~ s~~~~

, T~~ Senl~r ~IonGrary, BluD Key, is now ncceptmg apphcatwns for membership, Seniors with
at least 3,25 are eligible. Applications are at MeSa
Vista 1129, &nd must be returned by Nov, 7 noon,

!J:1
-

'

I.

~
behavior, often defined and prac- thwhile," or "I read about a good s:h_o_ol_s has been a!most o~e o_f the major responAssertive training, techniques
ticed within the• group. The con- movie last week," instead of sibdlttes, research m teachmg 1s being done and on
~er part of this century for increased opportunities
$'"
to help people learn to express
Jj
tract
says
the
new
actions
will
be
Math Placement Test: Students who plan to
responding
to
the
invitation.
Or
schools
curricula.
·-c
-----·-.!J
m
h~man
resources-services
fields
of
all
k'
d
.
second later she corrected her- their feelings and needs directly
take their first math ~oursc at tlNM are rotJUired
Ca~pus Police will regist"er·a~d engra;·e SO<'ial
practiced a certain number of they might become aggressive
nursmg, rehabilitation, advisement and m s. security
"In many ways the reduction in the number of
self, "No, I can't believe I let her to others, began y'!lsterday with
to tnke the Math Dept, Placement Tests
numbers on bikes from 10 a.m, to 2 p.m.,
s
I'
t
1
·
countimes per week, and may be "We always do what you want t~ stud~nts gives the department an opportunity to
r.lncf nent tests will be graded and ndvisemeni
today at 1821 Roma NE. Bring your bicycle UNM
do it to me."
b~~~J':--no on Y m schools, hut "clear across the ID
the first class in a four-week
gJv~n on t.h~ :>pot so studf.'n~s will know how to
c~rd and bike serial number. Registrali~n will
changed during the course.
do, we never do what I want to do thmgs we could not do when there was a heavy
"When I say no, I feel guilty." workshop at the Counseling Cen··
reg1ster durmg the pro·rogistrnlion period The
eonl1nuc every Wednesday, 11 a.m.lo 1 p.m.
"The behavior change is do," to mask their uncertainty of class load and we were so undermanned we had no·
test will he givt'n Tuesday, Nov. 4, 4 lo 6 p:m in
"The~e are the areas of the future. People will
Do you have problems asking ter.
Woorlwnrd Hall 101.
'
Attention] There will h!l an SCEC meeting
always
gradual,
you
can't
take
how
to
respond.
time
to
do
anything
except
teach.
e
te?dmg
people,
instead
of
machines.
A
full
eirb
favors of people, or refusing the
Nbe women and eight men, in1
Thursd~y,
Oct.
30,
7:30
p.m.,
rm
2508
&
C
of
the
e e Will have evolved,
giant steps in one month," said
"Pro.bably '?a?y people do not realize this deparSUB. Fmd out •~bout lho convention,
The class also received a Bill of
unreasonable requests of others? cluding some students, teachers,
Venardos.
"The
feelings
will
"It
is
important
for
our
college
to
pick
up
the
Rights
(For
Children
and
tment
IS
not
hm1ted
to
preparing
teachers
for
high
Is it always you who is left to workers and graduate students,
UNM Folksong Club will meet in rm 250A
change later, the behavior itself Adults), a 15-point statement school-we prepare teachers for model schoois and
ball. We are still geared for the technological .& The
type during lunch hour, without sat in a circle with co-group
~ of the S{TU, Thursday night, Oct. 30. A
must be changed first."
which includes:
for post-secondary education," he said.
:norld that will require more and more specialists :'0~d0 1tfonal-styhl~ bnnjo ~orkshop will be hold .as •
showing how furious it makes leaders Jean Braun and Tom
as enoug mtcrcst 1s shown.
mall areas," he said.
The
first
class
was
spent
1)
You
have
the
right
to
The
number
of
people
attending
post-secondary
you? And what about that super- Venardos of the Center. After
largely on defining unassertive requests.
schools of all kinds more than makes up for the
12:30·1 p.m. WEDNESDAY CHAPEl .at
. Smaller graduate classes would make for better theToday
visor or workmate who always filling out a questionnaire which
Alumni Chapel.
•
behaviors people use, such as the 2) You have the right to
decrease
in
high
school
students,
he
said.
lll~?rmed
and
better
motivated
students,
he
said.
·
shouts out her views on the rules asked many of the questions
_T~ere
will
be
.a
cnndidatt>.'.i'
meeting
for
all
pattern of discounting the press and feel anger.
Wagoner said fewer graduate courses are being
. If the ?epa_rtment switches or goes completely elJgJble ASUNM Senate candidates, Thursday,
while you sit and nibble that last stated above, each member told
validity of ideas or diverting the 3) You have the right to be · offered this fall as a result of one sabbatical and
Oct. 30 • 7 p.m., rm 231D, SUB, It is strongly
Ill. that d1rectwn, there will be no problem ., he
why they had been attracted to
r~commended that all C.1ndidutes or thl'ir
Said.
'
conversation so as not to have to · treated as an adult.
one resignation in the department.
r:presentatlves attend, Election rules will be
the course. The atmosphere was
assert oneself in a decision or in- 4) You have the right to
New Mexico
Hirsc~field ~aid, "Professors could have all discussed, as well as ballot positions determined.
· "The job market for secondary teachers in most
sympathetic and the complaints
teraction. In other words, the mistakes.
these
t~J~gs gomg for them. They would have time
areas
has
tapered
off
and
this
is
being
reflected
in
similar; fear of talking in class
UNM organizations plnnning to be n purt of
DAILY LOBO
unassertive person, asked to go 5) You have the right not , downwar~ enr?llments i_n COE departments,"
a~dJtJ~nal
research
from
which
the
professor
for
Song Fest, Dec, 7, sp~nsored by Las Campanns
groups, problems communicating
~rgcd to turn in applicalions by Oct. 31, Fur:
to a movie, might say, "I really have others impose their value1 . George Hir~chflel? • associate professor of seconbene_flts. m terms of his teaching and his ..are
No. 40
Vol. 79
tl1er Ill fa call Sandy Lee 298.0136.
with friends of the opposite sex,
pubhcatwn.
· dary educatwn, said.
don't think movies are wor- on you.
Box 20, University P.O., UNM
difficulties in standing up for
"I~ is _very difficult to develop a solid program in
He said it makes "good sense" to turn to other
Albuquerque, N .M. 87131
their rights when controversy
the
JUniOr block of secondary education because
area~,
such
as
_heal~h
education
and
to
upgrade
the
Editorial Phone (505) 277·
arises.
the
p_rofessional
in that area is always changing "
max1mu_m
bas1c
sk1lls
for
adult
teaching
of
brand
4102, 277-4202
The class will study behavior
he said.
'
new
skills
for
the
economic
well-being
of
New
The Beginning Or The End
change
using
assertive
methods,
By
Joseph
Monahan
wish to attend the conference.
Mexico.
The New Mexico Daily Lobo is published
If
emphasis
were
placed
on
that
area
however
learning to meet their own needs
·The Lusson Twins
Monday through Friday every regular week
The three-day Western Governors' Regional
But De Uriarte qualified that, saying, "Ap.
Hirschfield said New Mexico, the nation, and the
m?re knowledgeable professors would b'e teach,ing
of the University year an,d weekly during the
without infringing on the rights Energy Policy Conference opens today at the
Prophecy for the fast 25 years of this century,
summer session by the Board of Student
parently the only ones who are getting in willhnrot Ill whole technological world will be looking in the lat.
w:1t~. better. mat~rial at the graduate levels or
of others. "That is the difference Albuquerque Convention Center, but with the paying
Publications of the University ol New Mexico,
are the members of the press." .
diVIsiOns, I'!Jrschfield predicted.
starting now.
and Is not financially associated with UNM.
between
a~s~s~e~r~t~io~n~--~~ registration fee set at $150 apiece, participation
The press secretary said the reason for the high
Second class postage paid n.t Albuquerque,
Guide To Pyramid Energy
will probably be limited to those directly involved entrance fee requirement is due to the deficits
New Mexico 87181. Subscription rotc is
$10.00 for the academic year.
with the 13 member state governments.
other "high level" meetings have run. In the past,
Kerre/1 & Goggin - More about the Mysterious
The opinions ex:prcssed on the editorial
There have been some complaints because of the the state legislature has appropriated money for
ROMANTIC FICTION
pages or Tho Daily Lobo nrc those of the
pyramid energy we know to exist
.author solely. Unsigned opinion Is that .,.r the
high entrance fee. Sally Rodgers, director of the several official meetings, but it did not nrc.virto
RATIONAL
IDEAS
editorial board of The Daily Lobo. Nothing
Central Clearing House in Santa Fe, which is a funds for the energy meet.
Dialogues OJ The Soul And Mortal Self In Time
printed in The Daily Lobo necessarily
Intra. Issue $1.50
non-profit environmental group, told the LOBO
represents the views o[ the University or New
However, some of the cost for the energy con·
Adventures In Consciousness
Mexico.
the fee re'quirement "essentially precludes not ference will still be borne by the taxpayers with
(An Introduction to Aspect Psychology)
only organizations but interested individuals who the entrance fees of state employees attending
have something to bring to a conference of this being paid by the state agency for which they
The two newest books in the "Seth Series"
There will be a mandatory candidate's
kind."
work.
by Jane Roberts are here now!
Rodgers called the meet "very important" and
De Uriarte said the high fee will insure that the
meeting for all eligible ASUNM Senate
said topics of discussion at the conference should energy meet will not incur a deficit.
candidates on Thursday, October 30, at
not be limited to "how we can get the money to
Rodgers differed with the governor's aide
meet current demand but should include the social saying she had heard much of the reason for the
7:00pm, in room 231-D of the SUB. It is
and environmental consequences of energy costly admittance was security. She said bec:ause
strongly suggested that all eligible candidates development as well."
of the numerous public figures who will appear al
The conference, according to the governor's of- the conference, officials believed a high fee would
or their representatives attend. Election rules
fice, will focus primarily on the financial aspects of keep those people out who were more prone to
energy
with Federal Energy Administrator Frank commit a criminal act. "That does not make a
will be discussec4 and ballots
Zarb opening the event today at noon. Also sense," Rodgers said.
scheduled to speak to the governors is former
determined
Among topics that are expected to be di!;cussed
treasury secretary John Connally who has been are the possibility of complete de-regulation
mentioned as a potential political candidate for the natura!• gas and the construction of four coai '
1976 elections.
gasification plants in the Four Corners area
Richard De Uriarte, press secretary to Jerry New Mexico.
Apodaca, who will be the official host, said the
President Ford was expected to open
governor has asked "that some of the staffers" energy conference, but the White House
look into the possibility that "some waiver be because of the President's recent illness,
allowed" for those non-profit organizations that decided to forego a New Mexico visit.
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Energy Conference Qpens Today
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ilson
Pharmacy
John Denslow R.P.h. Owner

If you are tired of your old hairstyle or hairstylist give the hairdesigners at The Cut Above a try. We personalize each style to
each persons features, interests, and life-style. If you are ready for
an improved you, Come and see us at The Cui Above, a Unisex
Salon where you'll get a personalized consultation. The most
creative hairdesigners with special emphasis in Living Color
Variations and Bodywaving.

We Assure
Personal Satisfaction

Poolside at the Executive North Apts.
7303 Montgomery NE
(East of Louisiana Blvd.)

\

Graduate·of1974 UNM College of Pharmacy

Full Line Pharmacy
Personal Needs
Greeting Cards
Kimmel Candies
Men's and Women's Cosmetics

Serving U.N.M. Since 1939
Come in and Check us out!
Within walking distance from campus
:noo Central SE at Richmond 255·5581
Across from the Lobo tbn~·••n

The UNM Bookstore
will begin returning
Fall '75 semester
textbooks the week·
of November 10. If
you still need books
for this semester
please get them
before Novemb_er 10.
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U. Pre-Regi.stration
For Spring: Nov. 10

Daily Lobo
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By Joel White
About 15,000 students are expected to use the pre-registration
process for spring semester, Fred Chreist, UNM registrar-said.
The pre-registration process, which over 14,000 students used last
spring, allows undergraduate students currently attending classes to
register for their spring curriculum in November.
"We'd like 16,000 students to use pre-registration," Chreist said,
"and we'd like 12,000 of those students to be fully registered."
Pre-registration for the spring semester will be Nov. 10 to 14, with
the new schedule of classes available Nov. 7. Some course request cards will be mailed to students, but each college should be contacted for
their specific procedure.
.
Scheduling of class times and classroom spaces this fall had many
conflicts, as previously reported by the LOBO. Most of the problems
were due to the great demand for the 9:30a.m. to 11:30 a.m. class
times by UNM instructors.
"We're not very optimistic about the class scheduling again for the
spring semester," Chreist said. "We've made a report of the problems
to the academic vice-presidents and deans and they have been
working with us on the procedure."

Rally Today

~

The length and text of the bill is boring, redundant and wordy but
essentially sets severe penalties for everything from possession of
marijuana to the printing or open distribution of "·classified" gover-·
nment material. •
~
011
The bill basically follows an old philosophy and that philosophy is
0... that to cure a disease you must amputate the entire limb.
In this case the disease is the ever-increasing crime rate in the
U.S. and the cure is to give police and the courts the right to p·ut
everybody in jail.
·
It is somewhat ironic that the crimes forgotten in the Senate bill
are those crimes committed by the government such as
misrepresentation, violation of constitutional rights, ovetspending
and just plain stupidity.
Of course the representatives and senators can set penalties for
most of the aforementioned crimes but since stupidity seems to be
i'n the majority in Washington, we don't want to condemn our
legislators to a life of hard labor.
Watergate proved that Nixon-Mitchell philosophy of justice was
very much one-sided and not directed at the actual hard core crime
affecting the population. Instead their idea of justice was to root
out dissidents and protect their own clique-ish style of government.
Well, those individuals who were centrally involved with the
Watergate scandal have been screened out and their style of self-·
serving justice should follow them.
There will be a rally against Senate Bill One today from noon till 2
p.m. at the Albuquerque Civic Plaza. Several speakers will address
themselves to the topic of 20 easy ways for you to spend a few
years behind bars.
Senator Pete Domenici (R-N.M.) has already come out publicly
against Senate Bill One and perhaps with a little persuasion directed at Senator Joseph Montoya (D-N.M.), who is coincidentally up
for re-election in 1976, he (Montoya) will join Domenici.
If the prospect of going to prison for anything tempts you, then
by all means do not participate or attend. On the other hand, we
prefer that muggers, murderers, etc. spend time inside prison and
that the government is not meant as surveillance over the
population. We say "no" to Senate Bill One.

~
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by Garry Trudeau
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No Mention Of A Test
Editor:
As a graduating senior, I received
a letter informing me that in order
to graduate this May, I must take a
test October 25, which lasts from
Saturday morning until 3:45 in the
afternoon.

GOVeRNO!?,

7HfNKOFMe

AS SANTA!

I

r

sity, there was no mention of a pregraduation test. I've spoken to
several people about this and
would like to have some questions
answered, as I've been told "yes,
you must take this test," and "no,
you don't have to take the test."

When I enrolled at this Univer-

1)

Editor:
This letter is written in regard
to Ben Marshall's letter in the
LOBO on October 27, 1975. I
cannot say whether I agree or
disagree because after reading
the letter over several times, I
still don't understand it.
. He states that he believes his
rebuttal (to an Oct. 23 letter) is
representative of at least

Do people who have Saturday

Editor:
This is a letter to the editor. about
letters to the editor, prompted by
Ben Marshall's masterpiece in the
Oct. 27 LOBO.
I have two urgent requests to
make of all future letter-writers: 1)
Before signing the letter, have
someone else proofread it;
misspelhid words, unclear gram·
mar, and incorrect punctuation
only distract the reader from the
points you are trying to make. 2)
Keep your wording simple; your
thoughts can get buried under an
avalanche of words. No matter
how great the temptation to wax
intellectual and "wow" the masses,
remember that, in some hands, a
thesaurus can be a dangerous
weapon.
Harriet Moldov
over-worked typesetter_

"10,000 males." However, I
have rarely heard any student
(male or female) use the type of
language he does.
For example, he writes, "Also
I hope to place an intelligible unction to those who tacitly reflect
their punctured hopes and do
not wish to dignify those of the
Homecoming queens sexual
persuasions by such and encumbered response." Please
help me Mr. Marshall! What
does that mean? I think you are
trying to say something important in this sentence and
throughout
your
letter.
However, if it is not understandable the value of the
letter is lost. Would it be
possible for you to please
rewrite the letter in simpler
Janguage for those of us with
lesser vocabularies? I realize
that the sentences may be shorter, but the points you wish to
make should be better understood.
Most students scan the
LOBO but do not study it. And·
besides with a LOBO readership
of several thousand students,
there just are not that many dictionaries in the library.
David Downs

Editorial Board

Editor-in-Chief

Managing Editor

News Editor

Unsigned ftrlilorrals represenl a
majority opirnon of the Darly Lobo

Orlando R. Medjna

Michael O'Connor

Jon Bowman

Arts & Media
Terry England

StaH. All other columns, cartoons and
author and dO not necessarily reflect
ttm vrnws of the staff.

jobs get reimbursed for the
work they miss?
2) Does UN_M find new jobs
people who must choose
not graduating and losing a job?
3) Who can be contacted
transportation arrangements to
from this test?
4) Who sees the results and
5) What is to be gained from
all -day venture?
Most of us have been
retaking tests from day one.
of us might even be tired of
have other tests to study for
Saturday.
If this test is being used
studies and will become a
1
let's finance these guinea
Even guinea pigs are fed
sheltered.
I hope other people ha ·
questions and value their time.
is a day in your life! Who are
giving it to and why?
Michelle

Don't Understand Letter

Over-worked
Typesetter

~.....,I

letters represent the dprnron of the
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B The ugly ogre of the Nixon-Mitchell era has again appeared in
·:;;:
the form of Senate Bill One, a basic revision of the nation's criminal
:;s<1l justice code.
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Features Editor

Photo Editor

Sarah Seidman

Miguel Gandert

Copy Editor
Susan Walton

Teresa Coin
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"But at the present," he continued, "there aren't any more
classroom spaces available from
9:30 to 11:30 a.m. and there are
still many more classes to be
scheduled."
Another area of student concern has been the deadline for
payment of tuition for preregistered students. Last year
the deadline was Dec. 27, but
many students missed payment
and were disenrolled, nullifying
their entire pre-registration.
"We've moved the tuition
deadline for pre-registered
students to Dec. 19," Chreist
said. "We feel it will be
psychologically easier for the
students to _meet this deadline
.;' because it is before Christmas
and not after.
"There is no way to move the deadline to the week after Christmas
due to staff holidays," he said, "and the first week of January
wouldn't leave us enough time to process disenrollments and other
related work.
"The deadline shouldn't be a hardship on students receiving financial aid or veterans on the G.I. Bill, but these students must remember to make arrangements with the Cashier's office no later than Dec.
19," Chreist said.
Pre-registration course request cards must be returned to the
college office by 5 p.m., Nov. 14, and students requesting a restricted
course must obtain permission (a special stamp) prior to turning in
their cards.
Students not utilizing pre-registration will register at walk·
through registration on Jan. 16.
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APPEARANCE

WITH SPECIAL. 6UEST .STAAS

~T~'&T CORN'R ~PHONY

SC\T,NOV 6' 8PM
OF
JOHNSON GYM UNIV-ERSITY
NEW MEXICO

---

IN ALBUG.UER~UE, NEW MEXICO
AL.L St;AT.S RESERVED: ~6.50(S.SO STUDENTS)
$5.00
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POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT COMMilTEE
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... Women's Strike Set

'I
I

I

speakers from local women's
groups and social service agencies presented services they offer to Albuquerque women.

~/pine
~cfvenlure~~

Letters to the Editor...
Letters to
the
should be no longer than

~ords, typewritten
Women whose jobs (paid or
double spaced.
volunteer) serve women will supSender's name,
port the strike, but will still be at
and telephone number
their jobs today, Lewis said.
bz included with the IPtltetilU "The abortion clinic called us and
it will not be considered
said they supported our strike
publication. Names will
but felt they could better serve
withheld · upon
Albuquerque's women by staying
with the editor, irt person.
on the job."
If a letter is from a
please include a n
The Rape Crisis Center will
phone number and
also be fully staffed today.
of a group member
Gail Vinson, coordinator of
Rape Crisis, said, "Since we're a
service for women, it would be
Sports Editor
silly for us to strike."
'Harold Smith
Business Manager

Plans for the· strike were
discussed at a rally last night at
the UNM Law School where

Harry Chapman

nc.

Recr()atlon EqUipmenl Specralists
1980261hAve PI ,Greeley,C080631
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SLICK
PAUL KANTNER
MARlY MIIN
'

FIRST ALeuaOERQ.UE APPEARANCE

• Cornpl('te ~,eleclron of top
QU:llrty backpackmg. camprng
tlllO fro.:.llrnq equrpmcnt.
• Low. low prrces- check ours
ngarnst therrs 1
• Pcm;ona~ attentron from a
small company spccralrzmg rn
nrarl order sales
• FAST ~ervrce (48 11our handlrnq or most orders)
• lmmedrale prrce drscounts you share m the prolrts when
you buy
• All mmchandrse rs lrr!ly warr;]rHPd aqarnst defecls- salisfactron quaranteed
Sr~t1d f(1r f.Al E 1:araloquu
,1rht'/JI•i'r''>. ln1 , Dr•r11 NM

Alpina
1. Hmr;
18/-~ (llf~l·il·y, CPiorado 80631

IVN
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
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ALBUQUERQUE, N.M:

ALL .SEAT~ RESERVED : !f6.50 ( ~S.SO :)TUOENT.S)
AND $5.00.
AVAILABLE AT: ALBUQueRO.O£ TICKET MENCY IN

CORONApO CENTER I GOI.DSTREET CIRCUS, NATURAL ~ND l[,
AU. RAMS STORES, CANDYMAN·So6HTAFE ,\NO THE .S.U.&.

I30X OFFICE, FOI\ FUtmiER IN~TION: 277•3711

PRODUCED &Y FUN PR00Uc.110NS/ A DA\IID FOREST COMPNff
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Slick TeleVision Production on- S:bge
I As ScotiQnd PQtQdes in Town Winning Team Now , Sole Cage
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I BOREDWALK
CONCERT: ASUNM-PEC presents Jefferson
Stars hip in concert this Sunday, 7:30p.m., Johnson Gym, The concert ~as almost sol4.out.
DRAMA: "Tai-tuffe" will play at Rodey Theater

~~~~·1:P:,;he

Caucasian Chalk Circle" plays at
Rodoy Theater tonight, tomorrow night and
Saturday night, B p.m., and Sunday, 2:30p.m.
MUSIC: Junior recital, Ann T. LeBerge, flute,
Saturday, 4 p.m., Kclle_r Hall,
MUSIC: New Mexico Federation of Music Clubs
Scholarship will present a berrefit reel'ta'I S at ur.
day a: 15 p.m., Keller Hall.
MUSIC: Keller Hall Series continues Sunday, 4

p.m., Keller Hall,
FILM: "Lucia," a film about Cuba, from 1895 to
the late sixties will show. tonight at tho SUB, 6 & 9
p.m. (note the time change). Directe d b y H urnbarto Salas, ''Lucia" shows, through the use of
narrative style, the history of Cuba since the suecessful revolt agains~ Spain in 1895. The second
part of the rilm follOws history through the strike
&gainst the dictator Machado In 1933. The last
part of the film covers Castro and the programs he
1
• nitiated. Released in 1969, the film recently found
its way Into the U.S, or A.
FILM: "Au Hasard Balthazar," a film by

Bresson, will be shown tomorrow night at the
SUD,7 & 9p,m,
FILM· Friday and Saturday a "campy porn
comed,y" bares all at the SUB, Called "Is There
Sex After Death1" it asks the question on
everyone's mind. Come and see the answer, 7 & 9
p.m.
M
'JI
DANCE: Ghost Rose and Augey
OS.!! .w 1
provide the music for the Halloween Dance ~nday
night in the SUB. $1 admission with ID. "B1zarre
Costumes Welcome,"
READERS
THEATRE:
A class from
Speech
Comm
will present
"An American
patchwork,"
·
d po try
combining speeches, readmgs, songs an
e
•
this afternoon in Fine
· Arts
h 2100,·141 p.m.fo m on the
MAGIC: The Mag1c T eater WI per r
Mall this Friday, starting 11:30 a.m .• .to~ the
amusement o( all who wander by, in celebratmn of
All Hallow's Eve,
·
FOLKSONG: The Folksong club will meet
tomorrow night room 250 A & B of the .~U~.
DRAMA: "Here Lie.!> Jeremy Troy With :'ah
Hunter at the Albuquerque Little Theater tomght
and tomorrow night, 8 p,m,
b ,.
, "Groove Tu e are
FILM: "Flesh Gordon" and

-----=--=-=

Ro.~bc::_rt:__•_ow_:_pla.:_y;_~n.:.g_at_n_on_P_n_nc_ho_s_.

Interested in a Part-Time job?
$400 a month - 15 hours a week average
Possible career and Sales Experience,
Contact Northwestern Mutual Life
'

247-1075

':'

We have 5 openings for next year.

New York and Chicago
Leaving December 18, 19, 20.
Los Angeles and San Francisco
Leaving December 20.
Special Thanksgiving Flight
To Los Angeles Only!
Leaving November 26.

/}
r
I

I

EARI.Y RESERVATIONS NECESSARY!
"
Call:

THUNDERBIRD TRAVEL AGENCY INC
3205 CENTRAL AVE. NE

n

265·5961

Looking oli the calendar you
notice that the Cultural Program
Committee at the UNM was putting on something called ·
"Scotland on Parade." Wonderful. Most middle Americans
have this picture of romantic
Scotland,· lads and lassies
frolicking on the heather, men
playing bagpipes and wea~ing
funny little skirts called kilts,
soft scenes from Brigadoon, and
of course plenty of good Scotch
whiskey. If this was your conception of Scotland, it was a perfect show.
It was a very slick television
production. Tqe company caught
everybody in the audience off
guard at the very beginning of
the show when their two

E!fiRI5iTMA5i EiREIUr Fl.ll6fiT5i TEl:

'i

By William Barrett
Suppose that you enjoy watching variety shows on the
television, but you don't always
like to sit around the house and
watch the tube. Every now and
then you like to spiff up a bit and
go out, show everybody your
new squash blossom or that
liesure suit you've just bought.
You want to go out and be seen
with the beautiful people of
Albuquerque.

bagpipers began marching
through the· audience on the
lower floor of Popejoy. Most of
the crowd was thoroughly
thrilled. When the pipers arrived
on stage, ther were joined by the

Billy Anderson band who handled the music as deftly and sensitively as Lawrence Welk might
have. Then the dancers trouped
out and did their thing. (Of course, all the males wore kilts.) And
now our .host-Alistair McLain.
He was a pleasant looking
young man '(who reminded me a
lot of Sonny Bono with a thick
stage Scot brogue. He sang a few
songs and then got the audi~nce
to join in on the chorus of a little
ditty entitled, appropriately
enough, "The Whiskey Chorus."
Just when I was beginning to
believe that I wouldn't see
anything but Hollywood Scotch,
our host McLain introduced "Na
H Oganaich," the young blood.

Cuban Epic Film o.t SUB
The ASUNM Film Committee will ~how the Cuban film "Lucia"
tonight at 6 and 9 p.m. in the SUB Theater.
"Lucia" is director Humbarto Solas idea of ~howin~ "the epoch, not
through historical facts but through a narratiVE' wh1e~ allows. one to
feel the spirit of each time." The times rep;esented ~n the f!lm are
1895, when Cuba successfully revolted agamst Spamsh rule; 1933,
when the first in a long line of dictators Gerardo Machado was faced
with a strike; and the late sixties with Fidel Castro_.
. _
The film was released in 1969, but because of Import restnctwns
only recently made it into the USA.

POPEJOY HALL
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Sr. Quits
Wolfpack

<1>

Although they were frequently
Having won a· bet on the Lobos last week when they
joined by the shows back
Arizona, then rated thirteenth in the nation (now seventeenth), I am
band, they did manage to
willing to bet on the Lobo team for the remainder of the season.
some really nice "Puirt a Beul, They're a winning team now. This type of big victory is what they
traditional Scottish "mouth needed to get them going.
music." I enjoyed hearing thelll
Steve Myer, the Lobo's senior quarterback, who was given much
blend their voi~es.
credit for the Lobo win, told me before the Utah game that he didn't
know why the team was losing, but once "we start winning," he said,
"we'll be hard to stop."
By Tim Gallagher
MYER IS RATED second in passing in the nation now (up from
The UNM Lobo basketball
I fourth), and was named WAC offensive player of the week and United team will be a seniorless squad
There wasn't too much else Press International's quarterback of the week. He is also up for other this year since Bruce Hudson.
about the show to get excit•~dl honors for his record-breaking school performances (he broke at least quit the team a week ago.
about . 0 n e d a n c e s c e n e live school records including one he set last game of 19 touchdown
however, was memorable.
passes for a career, and that's in thirteen games for Myer) .
Hudson said he quit the team
before the close of the show,
The pro-prospect also told me it's nice to do good individually but
because,
"I want to concentrate
two pipers returned to the stage what really counts is the whole team doing good and winning. Stanto accompany two of the male ding on the sidelines at Saturday's game, I could see Myer was not on my studies more and just have
dancers as they did the sword worried about his record-breaking performances. While the Lobo fun with basketball. I'd like to
dance. The sword dance is an an- defense was in, he would sit on the Lobo bench with a pensive look as play in intramurals and just have
Coach Bill Mondt was on top of the big Lobo upset victory
cient Scottish ritual in which two if a Lobo win was what mattered. Even when the Lobos were leading a good time. I never ac.
1
over Arizona. See SportsOpinion by Jo Lopez.
swords are laid on the ground
by 20 points, Myer had a worried look on his face. Not until the final complished my goals in college."
form a cross. Ther. the dancers
44-34 score was earned with just 55 seconds left to go in the game, did
Rumors were flying that Hudthrough an intricate series
he enjoy the win in congratulatory conferrings with his teammates.
spirals from outside to the
FIELD-GOAL KICKER Bob Berg also broke a record (the most son had quit the team because of
points scored by a Lobo ever), but he too was not concerned about personal differences with head
of the cross.
The UNM water polo team
that. He followed his team up and down the field throughout the game coach Norm Ellenberger, but took fourth place in a double
The water Wolfpack will host
shouting cheers of encouragement. Despite Berg missing one field Hudson denied the rumors.
the
NCAA District Seven chamround-robin tournament at the
goal (blocked by Arizona's All-American tackle Mike Dawson) and Bruce did have this to say about Air Force Academy in Colorado pionships Nov. 21-22. Klatt said,
one PAT (a bad snap), he is still rated number two nationally in Ellenberger: "I don't think he
This scene was a· rare
"I'm optimistic about winning."
Springs this past weekend.
kicking points, and number one in accuracy.
.
ception to the general calibre
Coach Rick Klatt said the
the show.
the so
most
there
was For
nothing
selrJ01JS.I These two Lobo All-American candidates and their leadership to
Lobos were 3-1 at the meet, but
b keep the Lobo team ll Lobo team is one reason why the Lobos won and
were downed in the first day of
Nothing except
what
was to e will continue tQ win. Another senior leader and possible pro-prospect,
expected
from
a network
action by the Falcons. He said
television production called safety Randy Rich, was reported to have, alo.ng with Myer, led the
Steve Piszkin and Brian Patno
learn in a prayer of thanks after the big victory.
were
UNM standouts.
"Scotland on Parade."
Head Coach Bill Mondt also paced the sidelines in front of his team
Mesa Chicana
conferred with his coaches and the team. When the team scored, gave me the chance to play but
was often, it looked like a homecoming (it was supposed to have that was my fault as well as his. I
meeting in
Arizona's), with a whole lot of hugging and hand-shaking going never fit in with his style of play.
on. Offensive coordinator Bill Canty even went to meet the team out He is more defense oriented and
SUB TODAY!
on
the
field
after
their
last
score
(a
rush
by
freshman
Mike
Williams
to
play
man-to-man.
I
guess
likes
Qui~
Any field hockey fans inIn Room 231 C
four yards out) which Mondt called "worth the whole season."
I'm not as defensive minded."
terested
in
attending
the
InReader's Theater, a
The countdown for the win began with five seconds to go, and the
At Noon.
Hudson had high hopes for this termountain Regional ChamLobos picked up Mondt atop their shoulders (see photo)
presented by a class in "'!!'""'"'
Comm, "An American
!Sh01Jti11g cheers of joy. After a time, they finally let Mondt come down season. He said, "1 thought I pionships in Greeley, Col. Nov. 68 should contact the Lobo
chwork" this afternoon at
earth, and the beaming coach walked over to the Arizona coach to could have been one of the top booster's office before Friday at
p.m. in Fine Arts room 2100.
receive the Kit Carson rifle, the official trophy of the Lobo-Wildcat players but things weren't 277-5014.
rivalry
since 1938 (the last time UNM had the trophy was in 1971). Af- progressing the way I thought
The Theater will consist
The bus will leave Thursday,
speeches from major American ler he received the rifle, Mondt got all wet as his team dumped him in they should have. I began to
Nov.
6 at 5 a.m. and return late
showers.
·
realize that it would be the same
figures, read by the class mem·
Saturday
Nov. 8. _
MONDT CALLED this game a "sloppy football game", but their way it had been for the last three
hers. They will be: ~:~~l;dr~;·;
with each other, n
. game" since they beat a nationally rated, previously undefeated years and I wouldn't play as
much as I thought I would.
verbal picture of
If the Lobos can play like they did against the Wildcats, as a Lobo
So the Lobos will be without a
they should have no problems Saturday afternoon against senior because as Bruce puts is,
politics. Also in the show will
poetry and songs, "stitched Texas-El Paso, the WAC cellar team. The team needs to remember, "I just called it quits and decided
and
textures
American
to do what is best for myself."
together
withofpatches
of life."

Present

The Ballet
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Boredwalk

SAVE WITH SECURITY

Continued

RADIO: "Doomesday Perspective Debate"
ters around population control, with Dr.
Erlich speaking on the !or .side and someone :
an the nay .side. KUNM-FM (90.1), Monday

security

p.m.

RADIO: "Speak Out," a report on
organized discussions held by non:·g o~Clmm'"'
delegate at the Mexico City Conference
Women. Tuesday, 7 p.m. KUNM.
FILM: The Guild presenh "Dr. St.rangelove, r
How J learned to stop Worrying and Love
Bomb," tonight and tomorrow night.
FILM: "King of Hcarl.s" plays at the Guild
thru Thursday, Guild,

and

& Dracula

c?~l

savings
The Test:
The Review Course:

December 6, 1975
November 17 • 20, 1975
6:00 pm • 10:00 pm
UNM School of Law, Room 102
Students who are serious about their future legal careers
Will want to begin their preparation even before they take
the Law School Admission Test. Professional Educators of
New Mexico, Inc. In conjunction with Professional Educators,
lhc. of Washington, D.C. offers a course to help you achieve·
a higher score on the LSAT. The course consists of four consecutive nights of preparatory Instruction, taught by attorneys and other professionals, utilizing an approach
technique which familiarizes the student with the format of
the LSAT and the analytical techniques and methods which
can lead to better scores on the test.
PENM's updated course materials and limited enr~ll~ent
Policy assure maximum student involvement and an 1ns1ght
into the latest LSA T developments.
PENM guarantees that if you do not score 600 or above
on the LSAT you may take the course again at no charge.
.

vx"-...,

Professional Educators of New Mexico
Post Office Box 26045
New Mexico 87125

SOUND
SAFE
CONVENIENT
All Accounts Insured up to $40,000
** Real
Estate Escrows

FOR OUR
ACCOUNT HOLDERS:
Notary Public

Financial Advice

Convenient Hours
9:00 am to 4:00 pm
Monday through Thursday
9:00 am to 5:00 pm
Friday

Save by Mail

Central at Girard

2828 Central SE
268·3361

•••
•

•••
•••
•

Au Hasard
Balthazar
Friday
&
Saturday

•••
•• Is There
••• Sex After
•• Death?
••• A campy
•• porn comedy

•••
•••
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••
•••
e
•
:
•• 7, 9, & 11 pm ••
•••••••••••••••••
SUB Theatre
:
• 7 & 9 pm $1.00 •

•••••••••••••••
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Bus for Hockey
Fans Available

PATCHWORK

Saturday & Sunday November 1, 2 at 1:30 and 3:30 pm Each Day
Tickets- Advance $1.25- Groups 10 or more $1.00 each
All Tickets Day of Performance $1.50
Telephone 277-3121
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MESA
CHICANA

Bracko, The Prince Frog

Ill

<1>
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WaterPoloers 3-1 at AFA

Peter and The Wolf
The Hilarious Comedy

,,

~

~

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Albuquerque Children's Theatre
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ByJo Lopez
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- - BAR!\Y'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 118 San
Pedro SE, 265-0335, Color TVs, tape decks, stereo,
amplifiers, auto radios, install Burglar alarms.
10% discount for students with ID. Quiel( servic11.
Used TVs for 5ale.
11/5

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
consecutive days with no changes, nine cen·
ts per word per day, lno refunds if cancelled
before five- insertions). Classified ad·
vertisements must be paid in advance.

PHOTOGRAPHY-· ENTHUSIAST, students!
Custom black-and-wbite procc,ssing printing.
Fine-grain or pushproceSslng of !ilm. Contact
sheets or custom proofs, High quality enlargemen·
ts, mounting, etc. Advice, if asked. Call 265·2444
or come to 1717 Girard Blvd NE.
tfn 1

Marron Hall .room 131 or by mall to:
Clas_sified AdverUs.lng, UNM Box 20,

PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photos. Lowest
prices in town. ,Fast, pleasing. Near UNM. Call
265-2444 or como to.1717 Girard Blvd N,E.

Rates; 15 cents per word per day, one doUar

minimum. Advertlse~cnts run live or more

'

•erque,N.M.

87131.

HIGH QUALITY wedding photographY. Reasona:

-

ble rates. Call268·6627.
0
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4.

PERSONALS

PREGNANT AND NEED HELP'! You have frien_ds who care nt¥ Birthright 247-9819.
tfn
TAROT PALM 1-CifiNG readings, 3007 Central
10/30

iS'Q): NE, Room 8. See Bonnie 255-6642.

z

WANT TO RENT garage near campus for car
storage, 277-5287,
10/30
oO NICK-I waited-and what. could've been chow
Q)
10/30
b() for us is now chow for you. Mary.
o:l ALTHOUGH WE will remain open to offer our
iJ.. S!!rviccs to all women- we support in
totnl-"Alice Doesn't Day," The Staff at the Abor·
tlon & Pregnancy Testing Clinic.
10/29
ttJUSJClANS & SINGERS. Hyou have talent, the
world ne~ds Lo know, We have the place.,. Call
Toby 296-7555,
'
10/31
DEAR NICK; I would love to meet you for pizza, If
only we could find some made with stone ground
whole wheat nour ruther than dcvitaminized
demineralized blenched white wheat flour. Your
secret.. Admirer, Alice.
10/29

HAPPY BIRTHDAY DIANA-29 &
fine! Judy & ~hyllis

2.

looking
10/29

LOST & FOUND

LOST: Gold wire rim glasses. Ortega Hall, 2ti6·
5122.
10/30
I~REE

GENTLE SHEPARD cross !emale pup in
need of good home. Tom 292-0423,
10/30

LOST: FEMALE Irish Setter 3-yrs old. Silver
C"hnin. no t:un1. Reward. 247·4636.
10/30
LOST: Large white Samoyd·Malamute cross
from 109 Vassar SE on 10/14. Reward for
return. Please call 262-0444.
11/3
LOST: EYE GLASSES Oct. 20, Mitchell Hall
womens restroom. Tina 836-1021.
10/31
LOST: WATCH with Turquoise, in SUB cra!t's
shop. 299-5195.
10/30
LOST: Bill£old. NM license 09040498, Reward.
10/29
842-5261.

3.

SERVICES
6. P;;·

LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION Test Dec.
pare now 1 call Professional Educators of New
Mex:i~~~·40~.
11/14

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM scleetric.
Guaranteed accuracy with reasonable rates, 298·
7147.
!1/3
YOGA Private instruction. Classical techniqueS" of
postures and breath control suited to individual
needs. Neil Nelson: Also, emphasis lor the over·
weight-Sonia Nelson, 345-3714.
11/3
AUTO TUNING. Reasonable, 1211 Copper NE
rear west.
11/3
EDITORIAL ASSISTANCE on dissertations,
theses, proposals, reports, and books. Harvey
Frauenglass, Editorial Consultant. 344·8344. 11/3
W}LLTYPE PAPERS, Call Kim 265-3292.

11/4

WEDDING INVITATION, & Photography at low
cost. Creative Services. 299·7930.
10/30

10/Sl

FOR RENT

FURNISHED APARTMENT, bedroom living·
room kitchen, yard, pet Ok, 1.8 miles 1:ampus,
quiet safe. Nov. t.Call after 6pm, 281·5084, 11/4
BEST FURNISHED UNM apartments, spacious
one bedroom security, dishwasher, much more.
208·209 Columbia SE. $175 bills paid. Call
.
10/31
255-2686.
SHARE HOUSE Near campUs. 277-2907, 256·
7285, Sion Raveed.
10/31
EFFICIENCY COTTAGE $90 month;· utilities
paid, 508 5th St. SW. 266·1402/842-6162 after 5:30
p.m.
10/29
YALE & CENTRAL SE. Student preferred. One·
bdrm deluxe, $160, Two-bdrm $200. 268·0525.
10/30

5.

FORSALE

DODERMAN PINSCHERS; Champion
AKC registered, 247·4437 nfter 7pm.

lines:
10/29

GITANE IN'fERCLUB 10-.speed bike $140, ori·
ginal value $200. Superb ~ondition. Sally 2689174.
11/4
RALEIGH INTER"NArrioN, mint condition.
Must sacrifice, $200, Call268-6889.
11!4
10" GE Portucolor TV, Excellent, $140. 298·2433.
ll/3
AMERICAN/INTERNATIONAL Youth Hostel
Pass sold·Canterbury Chapel, 425 University
NE.
11/3
180 LDS of Olympic weights with the 45 LB bar
and bench-Call 266-9488 after 6pm.
11/3
NEW MEXICO'S BICYCLE touring cent .. r.
Quality 10-specd bicycles; Camping, hiking, and
backpacking equipment. Trail Haus Cyclery, 1031
San Mateo SE. 256-9190.
tfn
BrcYci.ES-Lowcst prices and largest selection
of the finest European makes. Gitancs $115; Bertins $165. Extra large bicyCles for men over 6'4".
Complete lO·speecl adjustment $10. R.C. Hallelt's
World Champion Bicycles, 2122 Coal PI SE.
843·9278.
t!n

AM/FM 8-track recorder with itll the goodies.
11/14
$9,86 per month, 256-3505.
NECCHI ZIGZAG '75 closeout, Buttonholes,
blindhems, embroldm.:s. $39 or 10 payments of
$4.00, 262-0637.
11/14

ASUNM &- PEC Present

New Mexico

A Hallaween Rack & Rail

ACCURATE HAND-DRAWN birth horoscope,
$4,00. Interpretations, $15, Unique birthday,
Christmas gift, Professional Astrologer, Bill
Nolan, 205 Dartmouth SE, 268-0247.
10/30

EXTRAVAGANZA

GREAT DEAL/20" color TV for less than most
used B&W's/good condition/ keep calling
266-3833.
10/30
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DAILY

British Rock By

Thursday, October 30, 1975
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The 3rd GSA Consuming
Handbook is available to all
graduate students free, Pick
up your copy, while they
last, at GSA, Room 106, SUB.

LEVI'S-BLUE JEAN big bells always at The
Loho Men's Sho]), 2120 Central SE, 243·6954, trn
TWO UNIFORMS, new size 8·10, Go-cart, $25.
298-7065.
10/30

Rally Protests Senate 8111 One

LEARN '1~0 FLY-Hang glider; harnes.s;
lessons-complete package $325. Jay 265·9472,
Dave 292·0459.
10/29
NIKKORMAT SLR with 50mm F2 lens like new
• $195,842-8517 evenings.
10/29
SAMOYEDS: Pure white puppies for sale. Cell
265-5495,
10/:30

6.

EMPLOYMENT

DER WIENERSCHNITZEL on Lomas is looking
for mature young man lo work night shift. Apply
4·6 pm. 7901 LomasNE.
10/31
DRUMMER WANTED for .metal guitar trio,
Must be hot and nasty and willi11g to travel, 266·
2127.
10/29
"HEY PROGRAMMER! The UNM Computing
Center lms op{'nings for studrnts who .arc interested in worki)1g 11s part-time programming
consultants, Applicants should be familiar with
CALL-OS, FORTRAN, ALGOI,-W, and basic

THE BIKE SHOP

WANTED: Used pinball machines, any condition.
.
10/31
293-1818.

605 Vale S.E.

OS JCL. Knowledge of other programming
languages and OS Utilities is desirable, but not
required. Persons applying for this job should be
concerned with helping the novice computer user,
but must be eapable ofinh•racling uilh users at all
levels of proficiency. Applications arc available in
Room 120 of the Computing Center. This job is a
great. way to earn some extra cash while also lear·
ning mCJre about writing and debugging•
programs."'
10/31""

842-9100

Mizutani 300
10 Sp~ed Cycle

Kleppe,
No Veto
OverFeds

*Fully Lugged Frame
. *Butted Tubes
*Cotterless Alloy Crank
*Alloy Stem and Handle Bars
*Alloy Hubs and Rings
*Suntour Derailleurs
*Center Pull Brakes
*Assist Leuered Brakes

PART TIME. Average earnings $95 weekly. Call
Friday 3to 5 p.m. 34~1205.
10/30

WATER TRIPS. Waler beds, Water bed systems
on sale now. Next door to the Guild Theatre, 3407
Central NE,268·8455.
12/4
~

CLOSING OUT Stereo Department. Stereo
Hi Fidelity equipment 40, 500/o oft. All reasonnblc
of!ers accepted. Quality Stereo, 3105 Central NE,
256-3505.
11/14

From Store
Inventory

General Store

Reg. $149.95

111 Harvard SE

We now Carry a full line of handball and racquetball equipment
Z - Balls only .96c ea.

Land Lubber Jeans

Located just 6 blocks south of Central.

Southwest's Finest Head Shop

Ne\N Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico
Daily Lobo
time(s) beginning
_, under the heading
(circle one): 1. Personals; 2." Lost & Found; 3. Services: 4. For Rent; 9.
· For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous.

By Joseph Monahan
Secretary of the Interior
Kleppe made his first
appearance outside of
Washin,gtoon yesterday as he met
nine Western governors at·
tending the national conference
the financial development of
energy.
!. Upon his arrival at the
Albuquerque Convention Center,
Kleppe was greeted with harsh
f<riticism of federal policy by
Montana Governor Thomas
!Judge.
During a discussion on
!federal strip mining regulations
)Judge charged the federal goverlnment with
contradictory
!POlicies. He said his state had a
;tough strip mining law that for1ced mining companies to restore
:the land to its condition prior to
!being stripped, but he had to ask

!

!

II'

Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Terms Cash in advance

By Paul Vitt
.
II' The major hold-up to a better
, Ighted campus is the apathy of
,People in reporting crimes to the
,~th.o;ities, said the University
[ rchltect's ?ffice. .
·u Jo~ McKmney, 1~ ch~rge of
1 [.htmg for the Umvers1ty Ar·
·~ Ite~t, said, "We need the
,ocat10n of the trouble spots, if
do not have the input we can
[" V assume things are fine."
th The Campus Police confirmed
' 18 number of reports is small.
·Alex Roybal said, "The reporIs t'are used to chart
•?ca wns on a pin map and iden[11l trouble spots on campus.
' h The maps not only show spots
ere more lights may be
, eeded, but they also allow us to
~ee where we may need to infrease our patrols," he said.
The University Police accept
nown victim reports if a per·
does not wish their name to

rvl

l
Marron Hall, Room 132

I.

Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

I
Enclosed$ _ _ _ Placed by _ _ _ _ _ Telephone_··--·-----·. · "
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In particular, she scored the
bill because it:
-allows wiretapping for up to
48 hours without court approval,
-redrafts the Smith Act
which was used during the Me·
Carthy era to prosecute alleged
Communists,
-imposes stiff fines and jail
sentences
for
marijuana
smokers,
-and freezes into sta tuatory
law several recent Supreme
Court rulings governing ob·
scenity.
"As it' exists now, this bill is
totally unamendable," Baca said.
"We don't want a less bad piece
of legislation, we want a new
bill."
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be known. "Even without a name
a report still receives full action,
anything that will help to chart
the trouble spots on campus is
important."
McKinney explained the cam·
pus is lighted on a three tier
operation; street, parking and
pedestrian lighting.
"During the energy crisis in
1973 the issue was what lights
could be put out. Lighting has
always been a relevant concern
on campus."
New lighting is handled in conjunction with the physical plant
or with new construction projects.
The physical plant services
existing lights as well as moving
some of the old fixtures.
An e 1e c tr i cia n from the
physical plant tours the campus
twice a month at night;.
An electrician from the
physical plant tours the campus
twice a month at night to check
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Perhaps the most dramatic
speaker of the day was Dan
Butler, a reporter for Seer's
Catalogue.

I
I

'
Phol() by Pal'('
Rally
Butler said Senate Bill One
"Under this section, my speech legislation ever considered by
should
have been dropped along
. alone could be considered the Congress," Baca said. "I agree
with former President Richard
makings of a riot," Hollander that it is."
Nixon and his attorney general
said. "Even if no rioting occurred
John Mitchell. Mitchell, in part,
because of it, there are more than
She said it relaxed the laws helped write the legislation.
ten people here and someone covering criminal conduct by
"This is what you call a lawmight decide my speech could government officials, while
and-order
bill," Butler said; "It
cause danger to property."
making it more difficult for has laws there for the people to
She said the section •was citizens to exercise their con·
obey and orders that are going to
deliberately vague on many poin· stitutional rights.
be given by the government."
ts, adding; "it means anything
they want it to mean and that's
how this whole bill is written.
"The government is obviously
afraid of dissent," she said. "We
should never ever let bills of this
nature cow us, nor should we
cease our dissent."
When the Legislative University Study Committee (!,USC) appears
Randy Baca, a local on campus today, the first group to meet with Chern will be members
businesswoman and feminist, of the ASUNM student government.
spoke next.
LUSC, originally called the Legislative University Investigating
"This bill has been called the Committee, was formed in 1969 after the "Love Lust" controversy.
most ' repressive piece of Two UNM instructors distributed Lenore Kandel's poem "Love Lust"
to their freshman English classes. Some students complained that the
poem was obscene, prompting several legislators to speak out against
"subversives" at UNM. The result was the creation ofLUSC.
Although its initial purpose was to investigate subversives on state
university campuses, the committee now serves as a liaison between
the legislature and institutions of higher education.
"We want to make them (the legislators on LUSC) aware of what
we consider priority items for UNM," said student body President
Alan Wilson last week. "The libraries will receive prominent emphasis throughout our presentation."
Wilson said other topics ASUNM will cover include 19-year·old
drinking, creation of a rathskeller on campus, and the forthcoming differential funding formula to be developed by the legislature for state
universities.
"During the last legislative session, a memorial was passed which
asked LUSC to look into the drinking age situation and report back
this year," Wilson said. "The memorial .is our official leverage for
bringing up the topic, but I think the members ofLUSC will be willing
to listen to our ideas about the drinking age anyway.
"There is more momentum going for it (lowering the drinking age)
than ever before,." he said. "It is a necessary prerequisite before we
even start to consider creating a rathskellar at UNM."
At the present time, more than 150 universities in America have
rathskellers on campus. Among them are the University of Texas at
.Joe McKinney.
Austin, the University of Colorado, the University of Oklahoma, Ohio
State,
Louisiana State University and the University of Iowa.
for needed repairs.
Wilson
said members of ASUNM will try to show the legislators
McKinney said, "All major
"the
potential
effect the differential funding formula will have for
walkways between buildings.
UNM's
libraries.
·
·
are lighted for pedestrians; we
have
the
largest
library
in
the
state
and
one
which
the
"We
plan to highlight areas, such as
legislators
whould
be
proud
of,"
he
said.
"There's
something
there
for
intersections of pedestrian paths, everyone in the entire state, including them.
.
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State Committee Visits
Today in Liaison Role

!Apathy Problem in ·uNM Lighting

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

f

IConlinut>d on page 71

By Jon Bowman
About 350 individuals gathered
at the Albuquerque Civic Plaza
yesterday for a rally protesting
Senate Bill One.
The rally, which began at
noon, was peaceful during its
two·hour stretch. It was
orga~~zed by the Albuquerque
Coahtwn to Stop Senate Bill One,
an affiliation of several community groups.
While UNM students
dominated yesterday's crowd,
several downtown workers came
to the Plaza during their lunch
break to sit and listen to the
rally's speakers, all of whom addressed different sections of the
753 page Senate Bill One.
A revision of the United States
criminal code, the bill is now
being considered by the Senate
Judiciary Committee and is expected to come before the full
Senate in late November. It has
drawn criticism from much of the
nation's press (including the New
York Times, Los Angeles Times,·
and New Mexico Daily LOBO),
and has also been opposed by
organizations such as the
American Civil Liberties Union.
Mark Acuff, editor of the New
Mexico Independent, started off
the noon hour with a brief speech
in which he urged New Mexico
citizens to write their
congressmen against the bill.
Acuff also praised New Mexico
Sen. Pete Domenici and Rep.
Manuel Lujan who have openly
opposed the piece of legislation in
the last two days ..
UNM law student Nancy
Hollander followed Acuff to the
podium, directing most of her
remarks to the bill's section on
public demonstrations (which
defines a riot as any gathering of
ten people who could cause im·
minent damage to property).

(C-ontinued on page 1J

(Continued on page 3)
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